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Tre classical projective and affine geometries can be described as geometries in 
which each plane is a Desarguesian projective or affine plane. The principal theorem 
provides an analogous description for geometries induced on projective space by an 
alternative bilinear form, which are called symplectic geometries: Let G be a 
geometry in which each plane is a dual affine plane over a field of 9 elements, 9 > 2, 
and suppose that the points and lines of G are points and lines generating some 
projective space P. Then the lines of C are images of nonisotropic e-spaces with 
respect to an alternative bilinear form on the vector space from which P was derived. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
If V is a vector space on which a nonzero alternative bilinear form is 
given, the form may be used to define a symplectic geor&ry on the 
projective space associated wnh V. The lines of this partial geometry are the 
projective lines which are images of 2dimensional subspaces on which the 
form does not vanish; the points of G are those projective points which lie on 
a line of G, Each plane in G (that is, each subgeometry generated lby a pair 
of intersecting lines) is a dual affine plane. The main theorem of this paper 
asserts that the symplectic geometries constructed above are the only 
geometries consisting of points and lines of a projective space over GF (9), 
for q > 2, in which each plane is dual affine. Thus this theorem identifies the 
symplectic geometry from its plane sections, in analogy to classical theorems 
so identifying the projective and affine geometries. (See [2] for the projective 
classification and [l], [5] for the al&e.) For 9 =2, other geometries in which 
all planes are dual affine are possible; these have been determined by other 
methods [4]. 
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In general, a geometry G is a finite collection of points and lines, with an 
incidence defined between them. Lines are uniqu$ determined by the 
points incident to them, and so may be thought of 3s point sets. Each line 
passes through at least four points, and two points lie on at most one 
common line. If the points p,q are collinear, we write p-q; otherwise, we 
say p and q are perpendicular, and write p J. q. A slLbgeometry S is a 
line-closed subset of G, equipped with all the lines passing through two 
point; of S. A subgeometry generated by two intersecting lines is called a 
plane. The points and lines of the pqectiue space P, = P(n,q) are the I- and 
Z-dimensional subspaces of a vector space V(n + 1,q) of dimension n + 1 over 
the finite field of q elements. If p is a projective point, then we will denote 
by p* a vector in V which generates p; that is, p = { kp*l k EGF(q)}. If H is a 
subspace of P,, we denote by H* the subspace of V generated by { h* 1 h E 
H }. Throughout this paper, q > 2. A geometry G is said to be cuded by the 
projective space P,, if the points and lines of G are points and lines of P, and 
the points in G span P, (lie in no proper subspace of P,). Note that the 
symplectic geometries defined above are carried by projective spaces and are 
not subspaces of them. If G is carried by a projective space P,,, we will 
denote the subgeometry of C generated by points p, q, . . . and ssts P, Q . . . by 
[ p,q ,... J-tq,... 1, and write (p,q ,..., P, Q, . . . > for the projective subspace 
generated by these same elements. A dual a#n.e geomehy (DA geometry) is 
a geometry in which each plane is a dual affine plane over a finite field of q 
elements; we will be studying DA geometries carried by projective spaces. 
Our main theorem states that a connected DA geometry G carried by a 
projective space P, is symplectic. To prove this result, we find a nonzero 
alternative bilinear form ( , ) on the vector space V underlying P, such that 
for x and y in P,, x _L y exactly when (x*, y*) = 0. We do this in two steps. In 
the first step (construction), we define a bilinear form ( , ) on V such that its 
symplectic geometry B agrees with G on certain subspaces of P,. In the 
second step (uniqueness), wc show that agreement of G and B on these 
subspaces leads to agreement on all of P,&. 
In Sets. 2 and 3, we prove the main theorem in the 2- and Sdimensional 
cases. In Sec. 4, we consider the general situation of a connected DA 
geometry carried by P, in light of the results on P2 and Pa. Finally, we prove 
the main theorem by induction on n in Sec. 5. 
Throughout the paper, we use the fact that if the DA geometry G 
(carried by projective space) is connected, then any two points in G can be 
joined by a path of length 2. A proof of this result is given in [3]. 
2. PLANES 
This section studies dual affine planes, and how they are carried by 
projective planes. Theorem 2.2 is an existence and uniqueness result which 
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we will need later, while Proposition 2.1 begins the study of an important 
subspace. Theorem 2.3 is our main result in the planar case. 
A dual affine plane D is constructed from a projective plane P by 
removing one point and the lines through it. We write co(D) for the missing 
point, and call it the point at infinity of D; it determines D completely. We 
call the points on a deleted projective line a perp set in P. Note that two 
points in P are perpendicular if and only if the projective line through them 
passes through co(D). In a DA geometry carried by P,,, it makes sense to 
speak of the set tl= {u E P, 1 t I u}, of all psints not collinear with t. Our 
first result begirs an effort to show that t’ is a projective subspace. 
PROPOSITION 2.1. Suppose t is u point in a DA geometry G, and p,q I r’re 
two points collinear in G and perpendicular to t; then all points on [ p, q] tire 
perpenclictilur to t. 
Proof. If t were collinear in G with some point r on [ p, q], then (t, p, q) 
would carry a DA plane D = [ t, I, p] containing the line [ p, q 1. But then D 
contains a point t perpendicular to two collinear points, contrary to the 
description of DA planes given above. R0 
THEOREM 2.2. Let P be a pnojectiue plane, and L,M be turo lines of P, 
meeting at the point o. Choose two distinct points r,s on I,\{ o}. Then any 
dual affiine plane D carried by P is described by exc&y one of the cases 
below. Cunoersety, each choice of the points r’, s” (where choices are indi- 
cated) detamines a unique DA plane cartied by l’. 
(i) L and M are perp sets. 
(ii) L is a p-1 set; M is a line of D. For some t cm L\{ o}, there is a t’ 
on M\(o) with t.Lt’. 
(iii) L is n DA line; M ;is a perp set. For some r’ on M ‘\{ o}, v,s I T’. 
(iv) L and M are DA lines. For some pair of distinct points r’,s’ on 
M\(o), rlr’ and s_Ls’. 
Proof. We must see thah each caSe determines w(D) uniquely, and that 
each possible choice of co(D) occurs above. Since W(D) is the unique point 
in P lying on two projective lines which are perp sets, w(D) = o in (i). In (ii), 
t lies on two per-p sets, so t-a,(D). Similarly, in (iii), r’== cx$D). Finally, in 
(iv>, OO( D) is the intersection of the two perp sets: co(D) = (r., r’) n (s, s’). 
Conversely, cases (i), (ii), (“‘) m , and (iv) arise respectively as co(D) lies on E 
and M, L but not M, M but not L, or neither fine. 
We now prove the mtin theorem in the planar case. 
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THEOREM 2.3, Let P be the projective pkmc associated wit?2 a uector 
space V(3,q), and suppose P carrim a dual affine plume D. Then {here is an 
akemtiue bilinear fom on V which induces D as its associated symplectic 
geometry. 
Proof. Taking a vector oo(D)* and extending to a basis oo(E))*,tP,w* 
of V, the matrix 
[ 0 -1 0 0 1I 
defines an alternative bilinear form with respect to that basis. The sym- 
plectic geometry induced on P by this form is a DA plane, with oo(D) as its 
point at infinity; thus it is D. H 
3. DA GEOMETRIES ON P3 
This section determines the structure of all DA geometries carried by a 
projective space P3 of dimension 3. These configurations are critical for our 
proof, since general DA geometries will be determined by reducing to the 
study of these cases. For most of this section, we ! uppose that the DA 
geometry G carried by Pa is connected; this is not required in our first result, 
however. 
In this section, we first study xl, the collection 0 pints in P3 perpendic- 
ular to x in G. This study late: enables us to determine the possible 
structures of G. 
LEMM 13.1. Let G be a DA geometry carried by P,, and let t be a point 
in P,. If t is the point at infinity for two distinct DA plmes in G, then either 
t lies on no lines of 6, or t lies on a unique line which is an entire connected 
component of G. 
Proof. Lr:t D, D’ be two planes of G (carried by projective planes P, P’ 
of PJ such that t = W(D) = m( D’). Then f lies on none of the lines in I) or 
D’, and P n P’ is a perp set in both planes P and P’. 
Consider a point s lying on a line L of G; assume first that t is not on I,. 
Since P3 has dimension 3, L meets both P and P’ in at least a pint. If L lies 
in either, then clearly t I s. If L meets the planes P, P’ in distinct points p,p’, 
then by the hypothesis on t and Proposition 2.1, t I s. If L meets P n P’ at U, 
choose a line L’ in D’ through U. Then [L,L’] Is a DA plane, and by the 
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dimension of P3, must therefore meet P in a line M. Clearly u EM; further, 
M ?=P n P’; for otherwise, M, P n P”, I,‘, and L would be coplanar, in which 
case L lies in (I,‘, P n P’) = P. Since t e M, M is a DA line. Since L” and M 
are perpendicular to t, all points in [L’, M ] are, by Proposition 2.1. Thus 
again, t L s. 
We have seen that any point on a DA line not through t is perpendicular 
to t. It remains to consider a line L through t. We claim that no other line of 
G meets L. If L meets L’ at a point, then in the resulting DA plane [L, L’] 
containing t, t is perpendicular to all lines not through t, and so is at infinity, 
contrary to t E L. This concludes our proof. q 
LEMMA 3.2. Let P be a projective plane in P3, which curries a iplane D 
of the connected DA geometry G. If t E P3, then t L n Y is either a line in D, 
a perp set in P, or all of P. Further, if 1’ E G \ P, then t is not perpendicular to 
P. 
Proof. If t 4 G, then tl P. If t E I’, the result is clear. Suppose t E G \ P, 
and choose p ED. If t-p, then D IZ t L n P. If t I p, then t E G implies that 
for some u in 6, t-u-p. Then [t,u,p] is a DA plane D’, and by the 
dimension of P3, D n D’ is a line in D’ and hence in D. (The projective line 
(t,p) is the only projective line in (Cl’) through p not carrying a DA line.) 
Since tf oo(D’I, UDnD’; hence Dct’nP. Thus, in any case, t’ does 
not contain D. Furthermore, tL n P does not contain three pro.jectively 
noncollinear points in P. Qthemise, by Proposition 2.1, t * would contain all 
points on alI DA lines generated by those points, and hence all of D. Next, 
tL must contain one point on each D,4 line L in D, for if this ‘were not the 
case, [ t,L] would not be a DA plane. These requirements imply that t 1 n P 
is either a DA line or a per-p set, as desired. n 
The remainder of this section is devoted to showing that a conne’cted DA 
geometry G car&d by P3 is equivalent to the symplectic geometry induced 
by a suitable bilinear form defined on a vector space V(4, CJ) corresponding to 
P3, We consider the following: 
HYPOTHESIS (*). G is a connected DA geometry carried by P,. 13 is a 
DA plane in G, carried by a plane P of Pa. L is a line of G, meeting D at one 
point of oo(D); r,s are two fixed points on L\{ o}. 
This hypothesis defines what we will informally caIl a “D-L configura- 
tion.” The next two lemmas identify a regnlarity in the structure of D-L 
donfigurations. 
LEMMA 3.3. Assume Hypothesis (*). If rl n P is a line in G, then: 
(i) ForaZlxEG\P,x’nPisalimeinG. 
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(ii) For all x E G, xI = (x,x’n P), and XI carries a DA pkme with x as 
the point at infinity. 
(iii) For x,yEG, xl y if and only i_f yE<x,x’-n P}. 
Prooj. Let t be a point on L\Co,rJ. Choose *a line M of D through o. 
Applied to D’ = [L,M], Theorem 2.2 yields that r’ = rL n 111 and t’ = t* f~ N 
are distinct. The point x = ( ti n P) n (o ’ n P) is perpendicular to bot.L r and 
o, and hence to t. Since xl O, x-t’. Thus t L P P= [x, t’], which proves (i) for 
points on L. Now choose t E G\P. If t-r, then ako t-x for some xE L\ 
(o,r}. Then either (t,r> or (t,x) meets D at a point Zoo(D), and so we 
may apply the preceding argument with that line replacing L to show that 
t L n P is a DA line. Finally, if t I r, therb by connectedness, there is a y such 
that t-y-r. Then as above, rl n P a DA line implies y i n P is a DA line, 
which implies t’ n P is a DA line. Thrs completes (i). 
We now turn to (ii). Choose y,zEx* n P. We must show that x’- = 
(x, y,n>. ,Tirst assume x is not perpendicular to E. Since 23 = [ y, o, z] and 
o # co(D), o is not perpendicular to both y and z. Without loss of generality, 
we may assume z-3. Then since x,x are each collinear with all but one 
point on L, there is a u E L\{ o} such that x-u-z. Now consider T- yL n 
(x,u,z). Since y -Z-U, there is a w~(z,u) such that y_~w. Since x&z 
and x-u, we have x-lu, and thus by Lemma 3.2,T is the DA line [x,w], 
and therefare y- ~7’ for some w’ on (x, zy. Since (x,x;} is a perp set, 
x I [ y, zhj’]. Thus (x, y,z> carries two lines [ y,z] and [ y, w’], and so it carries 
a DA plane with x at infinity. Finally we claim xL is no larger than (x, y, z}. 
If plx and p E G\(x, y,z), then Lemma 3.2 with (i) implies that p-w” for 
some w n E [x, y, z]. Then since x I p and x L [x, y, z], x is perpendicular to the 
entire DA geometry generated by p, x, y,z, which is G. 
It remains to prove (ii) when xl L. Then x* n P is a line I,’ through o, 
and x’- contains [L,L’]. By timma 3.2, xl [L,L’] and x=oo([Z,,L’]). As in 
the preceding case, x L = {L, L’). 
Clearly (iii) follows from (ii). l 
LEMMA 3.4. Assunw Hypothesis (*). lf r-‘ n P is IZ perp set, then: 
(i) No lifies of G pass through GO(D). 
(ii) For all x in G \P, xl n P is a perp set. 
(iii) For all x in G\P, xl = 
QA lines. 
(x,x’ n P}, a prq’ective plane containing no 
(iv) Forallx,yinG\P,xlyifandonlyifx’nP==y’nP. 
Proof. Suppose x@ P lies on a DA line L’ meeting P at m(D). Then by 
Lemma 3.2, x1 n P is a DA line, and so we can find a point y in D such that 
x-y. Applying Lemma 3.3 to x and [:c, y] instead of r and L forces rI n P to 
be a DA line, contradicting our hypothesis. “Ibis proves (i). 
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For (ii}, suppose that there is an x in G \ P such that x L f~ P is not a perp 
set. Then, by Lemma 3.2 and (i), x - y for some y in D and x .L n P is a DA 
line. Again we reach a contradiction by applying Jkmma 3.3 to x and [r, y]. 
Next consider (iv). Since XI I-I P and y L n 9 are both per-p sets by (ii), 
either they coincide 0.. share only co(D). Assume that x I y but x 1 n P#y L 
n P. Then there are points u, u E y ’ f~ P different from 00 (D) such that 
u--x-0. By Proposition 2.1, y_L[u,x],[u,x]; so by Lemma 3.2, yl(u,x,:,}. 
However, Lemma 3.2 applied to <u,x,u> in place of P yields y ,.k (u, X, v>. 
Thus, xl_y implies xlnP=ylnP. Conversely, assume xLnP=yLnP, 
but x-y. Then by (i) and the dimension of Ps, [x, y] meets D at a point p. 
Choose a line M through p in D. Then for some x’ on M, X’ 1 X, and so X’ I y. 
By Proposition 2.1, x’ I p, a contradiction. We conclude that xl y, proving 
(iv). 
For any yE(x,x’-nP)\( xlnP), we claim y”~P=x’nY. Other- 
wise, ( y, xl n P > carries a DA plane perpendicular to x, so that x: is its point 
at infinity. However, the perp set x’ n P does not contain x, which con- 
tradicts the structure of that supposed plane. There can be no lines in the 
projective plane (x,x’ 17 P}, for if L’ were such a line, any y EL’ would be 
colBine;der with xL f~ P fl L’= yl n P n L’, an impossibility. It remains to show 
that xL contains no more than (x, x L fl P >. Suppose x L y for some y & 
(x, X~ n P). Then by (ii) and the above argument, x is perpendicular to all 
points of (y,x~nPj={y,y~nP}. Since also x_L(x,y), we have xl 
(y’,d-n P> for y’E(x,y). But the planes ( y’,zLn P} exhaust P3, so 
x I P.-+ a contradiction. This completes (iii), and the lemma. 
Theorems 3.5 and 3.6 constitute the construction and uniquenless teps of 
the main theorem in the 3-dimensional case. Theorem 3.5 shows the ex- 
istence of symplectic geometries containing a given D-L configuration. The 
special hypotheses on R, S, X, and o are in fact necessary conditions. We 
leave proof of that to the reader, since we wish to emphasize their suffi- 
ciency here. 
THEOREM 3.5. Let P3 be the projective space derided front u cectur 
space V= V(4,g). Choose a plane P and line LQI P in q’3, cltitl let o= P n L. 
Choose a point x#o in P, two &stinct points T,S E L\{o), alid two lines R,S 
of P, not pmsing throqh a. Zf either: 
(a) R n S, x, and o are distinct collineclr points, ur 
(b) RnS-x, 
then there is an alternative bilinear fmn on V which induce5 a DA geometry 
on P3 for which: 
(i) P carries u DA plant* D with x = m(D). 
(ii) R=r’nP,S-slnP. 
(iii) 1 (a) is msumed, then R, S me Eines in D; if (b), &tr R, S Nrc pcry 
sets. 
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Proof. First choose f E R \{o,x). Then under either hypothesis, r’ E S. 
We now choose a basis x*,r’*, o*,P of V and define a bilinear form on V in 
terms of a matrix referring to that basis. 
Given hypothesis (a), we choose the matrix 
where k and b must be determined. Observe that the upper left 3 X3 
submatrix indrrces a DA plane D on P, with x = m(D), as iv “‘heorem 2.3. 
Sinne R, S miss x, both are lines in D. Since R n S lies on (x, c but is not o, 
(R 1-1 S)* has coordinates (IO, c,O) in our basis, where c +O. Requiring 
rlH n S forces (r*,(R n S)*)=O, or k+cb=O. The line M=(o,r’) is not a 
per-p set in D, since x E M. If s’ = S n M, then s’* has coordinates (0,1,&O). 
Then s’ I s forces a + dl, = 0. The system of equations 
k+cb=O, a+db=O 
has a unique solution for k, b, so that all conditions of the theorem have been 
met, under hypothesis (a). 
Given hypothesis (b), we choose the matrix to be 
0 0 00 
0 0 10 
0 O-k0 
Again, (i) and (iii) follow as above. Since s E (0, r> \ { o, I}, s’ has coordinates 
(O,O, 1,~) with a#O. Let s’ = (0, r’) n S. Now s' #r' since S #R, and s’ #o 
since 0 B S; so s’* has coordinates (0, l,c,O) with c#O. The requirement sl 
s’ is equivalent to - 1 - ack = 0. Thus choosing k = - I/UC defines a bilinear 
form satisfying our theorem. 
REMARK. The ckssification of alternative bilinear forms (see [6]) identi- 
fies the spaces produced by the preceding theorem. A 4-dimensional vector 
space having an alternative form decomposes as an orthogonal sum of either 
two hyperbolic planes, or a hyperbolic plane and a totally isotropic 2-space 
(the radical). Hypothekis (a) above leads to the first kind of form; we say the 
resulting geometry is of the type H IH. The geometry produced under 
hypothesis (b) corresponds to the second form and is denoted by H I R. It is 
easy to see that in the HI geometry, each point is the point at infinity for 
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exactly one plane (the plane perpendicular to that point). In an ;rI 1-W case, 
the points at infinity all lie in the radical; each radical point is a point at 
infinity for each DA plane containing it. 
We now prove that there is exactly one DA geometry satisfying IIypothe- 
sis (*) and agreeing with C on rl n P and S-L n P. 
THEOREM 3.6. Let G be a geomety ratifying Hypothesis (*). Let B be 
a symplectic geometry on P3 containing D and L and agreeing with G on 
r I n P and s ’ n P. Then G and B agree on all of P3. 
Proof We first consider the case when r’ n P is a DA line R in D. 
Claim (i). Ary projectiue plane containing L carries a DA plane in each 
geomety, and furthetmore the Eeometies agree on this projectiue plane. 
Let P’ be a projective plane con?e%ing L, and let M = P n H’. IiF M is a line 
in D, then CL, M > carries a DA plane in both G and B. Since rl n P and 
s 1 n P are the same in both geometries, there are points r’ and 3’ on M such 
that r I r’ and s I s’ in G and B. By Theorem 2.2, P’ carries zs unique dual 
affine plane with r_L T’ and s I s’. Thus G and B agree on 1”. If M carries a 
perp set in P, then M=o*nP. Let z=(dnP)nR. Since R is a DA line, 
a# oo( D). Also there is at least one other point x in D perpendicular to 0. 
Because x is not on R, r-x in G and B; it follows that P’ carries a DA plane 
in both geometries. Furthermore, z I o and n_L T force the geometries to 
agree on D. 
C&m (ii). Zf u is in L\{r,s,o}, then G and B agree on u’flP. Let M 
and N be two lines in D through o. By Claim (i), G and B qpe on (L, M) 
and (L,N) Let u’EM such that u’Iu, and let u”EN with u”lu. Then 
u* n P=<u’,u”) in both geometries. 
Claim (iii). Let M be a line in D through o and let 1” = <L, M >. We 
haue seen that G and B agree on the DA plane D’ carried (by 1;“. Zf w is in 
D’\{L,D),thenGandBagreeonzu*nP. LetL,andL,betwolinesin 
D’ through w. Let a, =L,nL, b,=L,nM, a,=L,nL, and b2=LL,nM. 
Also let x = (af n P) n (b/ n P) and y = (a: n P) n (b,l n P)., In each geome- 
try, xl L, and yl L,. Thus, & n P=(x,y) in G and B. 
Claim (iv). Let P’ = i L,o ’ n P). Let D ‘ be the plane in G ai& B carried 
by P’. Let CUED’. Then G and B agree on WI- rt P. Let L,, and L, be two 
lines in D’ through w distinct from (0, w). Let ~1~ = L, n L. b, =I L, n (oL n 
P), az=Lzn L, and b,= L,n (o * n P). Neither b, nor b, is alo( since 
each lies on a line in D’. If neither is co(z)), we argue as in Claim (iii). If b, 
or b2 is co(D), then let us assume b, = m(D). Let x be a point on af n D. 
Since xlco(D)=b, and xlal, we have xlw, If y=(aknP)n(bQLnP), 
then w I y. This proves that w ’ n P = (x, y ) in both geometries, 
Claim (v). Let XE P3\ P. I&n G and B agree on x1- n P. Let P’ = 
(x, L) and let D’ be the unique DA plane carried by P’. If 1: is a point in D’, 
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&eri G and B agree on XI n P by (iii) and (iv). If x = oo(D’), then P’ n P is a 
line M in D. Otherwise, P’c P=o’ n P and x= m(D’) would be in P. Let 
T#M be a line in D through o. C oose L’ to be a line in the DA plane 
carried by (I,, T ) through o distinct from L avid T. Finally, let P” = (L’, x). 
Since L’ lies in (L, T), by (iii) G and B agrco on u‘l n P for all w in L’. 
Thus we may apply Claims li)-(iv) to L’ and P in place of L and P. If ;x is a 
point in the DA plane D ” carried by P”, we are done. If x = a~( D “), then by 
Lemma 3.1, x1 = P3 in both G and B. 
Now we consider the case when rL n P = R is a perp set, in P. We begin 
by pointing out that each point in a dual affine plane lies on exactly one perp 
set, and so per-p sets are completely determined by specifying one dual affine 
point. In other words, if x lies on two perp sets, then x is the point at infinity. 
Claim (i)‘. Any prqective plane containing L carries a DA plane in G 
and B, and furthernwre the geometries agree on this phne. Let P’ be a 
projective plane containing L, and let M= P n P’. If M is a line in D, then 
(L, M > carries a DA plane in G and B. There are unique points f and s’ on 
M with rl r’ and s _I_ s’. By Theorem 2.2, this uniquely determine5 the dual 
affine plane carried by P’. If M is a per-p set, then M= 0’ n P. Since 6 n P 
is a perp set also, rl n M = W(D). It follows that r is connected to all points 
on 0’ n D in both G and B, and so P’ carries a DA plane in both. By 
Theorem 2.2, this plane is uniquely determined by L and cc(D). 
Claim (ii)‘. If u is a point in L\ { r,s, o >, then G a& B agree on u ’ n P. 
Let M be a line in D through o, and let D’ be the DA plane carried by 
(L, M ). There is a unique point u’ on M such that u _L u’. Then u ’ n P= 
(u’)l n P in G and B. 
C&m (iii)‘. Let M be a line in D through o, and let D’ be the DA plane 
carried by (L,M) in G and B. If w is a point in D’\{L,D}, then G and B 
agree on w% P. There is a point w’ on M such that w I w’ in G and B. 
Then w’-nP=(w’)‘nPin G and B. 
Claim (iv)‘. Let P’= (L,o’ n P), and let D’ be the plane carpied by P’ 
inGandB.ZfwED’\P,thenGandBagrceonwlnP. LetTbealine 
in D through o. Then (L, T) carries a DA plane D * in both G and B and by 
(iii)‘, we have agreement of G and B on X* n P for all x in D ‘I. Let L’ be a 
line in D ” through o. The plane (L’, w> intersects D at a line M in D, since 
L’ c (L,o 1 n P 1). Thus, (L’, w > carries a DA plane in both geometries. 
Applying Claim (i)’ to L’ instead of L, we 5ee that G and B agree on this 
plane; call it D”‘. Furthermore, if w is a point in D”‘, we have th;t G and B 
agree on w* n P by applying (iii)’ to L and D instead of I, and D. If 
w = 00 (D “‘), then w L n P contains D”’ n P= M in both G and B. However, 
this cannot occur, since w is in G \ P, and by Lemma 3.4, w ’ n P is a perp 
set. 
Ckzim (v)‘. Let x be a point in P3\ P. Then G and B agree on x1 n P. 
Let P’ = (x, L: ) and let D’ be the unique DA plane carried by P’. If x is a 
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point in D’, then G and B agree on XI n P by (iii)’ and (iv)‘. I’f x= oo(D’), 
then P n P’ is a line M in D; otherwise, P n P’ = o’ n I’ and x = ao(D’) 
would lie in 1”. Let T#M be a line in D through o, and let L’ #L, T be a line 
through o in J[L, T]. Let P” = (L’,x). Cl aims (i)‘-(iv)’ applied to L’ instead of 
L show that P” carries a unique DA plane D II and that for any z in D “, G 
and B agree on ;z’ n P. Thus, if x is a pomt in D”, we are done. If 
x=oo(D”), then by Lemma 3.1, x’ n P= P in both G and B. 
We have shown that for x in Pa\ P, G and B agree on x’ n F’. It remains 
to show that xl y in G if and only if xl y in B. In order to do this, we must 
prove that x E G if and only if x E B. 
If x E G \ P, then by the connectedness of G, there exists ,y such that 
x-y-r. We have shown that ( y, L) carries a DX plane in both G and B 
and that G and B agree on this plane. In [x, y,r] of G, x is cormected to aII 
but one point on the line ( y, r}. In ( y, L), o is connected to all but one 
point on ( y, r> in both G and B. Thus, there exists u on ( y,r) such that 
X-U in G and u-o in G and 13. Since (u,o) lies in ( y,L‘>, G and B agree 
on (t(,o). Applying the claims to L’ = (u, o) instead of L, we have that G 
and B agree on (L’,x >. Thus, if x is a point of G in (L/,x}., then x E B. This 
argument is symmetric; thus, if x E B, then x E d. 
Now, let x and y be in P3. If XE G, then x E B, and G: and B agree on 
XI, (X,X* n P). Thus, xl y in G and B if and only if yE(r,?r* n P). If 
xBG,then~:~BandxIyinbothGandB. Rd 
4. GLOBAL CONSEQUENCES OF THE 3-DIMENSIONAL CASE 
In this section, we apply the results in the 3-dimensional case to a 
connected DA geometry G carried by P,. The three main consequences are 
stated in Theorems 4.3,4.4, and 4.5. The first two theorems are of interest in 
their own right: Theorem 4.3 classifies projective lines according to the 
number of G points carried; Theorem 4.4 states that for any polit r in G, r* 
is h,yperplane of P,. Theorem 4.5 will be used to set up the induction step in 
the proof that G is symplectic. 
PROPOSITION 4.1. If p and q are projective points not in G with p lying 
cm the perp set (r, r’) atld q on the perp set ( s, s’? with r, f, s, and s’ in G, 
then each point t on (p,q> lies on a perp set (m,,m’> with m,m’ in G. 
Proof. C-se 1: r-s. Since G is cormected, there is a point x in G such 
that S-X-S’. Thus the projective plane P= q<s,x, ’) carries a DA plane in 
G which together with [r, s] forms a D-L configuration in a :3-dimensional 
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projective space. Hence r InP is a line in G or a perp set, and rLnP# 
(s,s’), since f-s, Thus r-s” for some s”#s on (s,s’), and so (r,S,S”) 
carries a DA plane in G. By symmetry we can find a point t” fr on (r, r’> so 
that s-r”. The plane [~,r,s”] and the line [s,r”i forrl a D-L cor@uration in 
the 3-dimensional projective space P3= (s.r,s”,r”). Since P3 contains points 
not in G, the geometry it carries can be descri cf as in Theorem 3.5. By 
inspection of the matrix associated with the geometry on P3, we see that all 
the nongeometry points in P3 are collinear (lie on ( p,q)) and that for 
tE(p,g), <W k a perp set. 
Case 2: sl s. Again, by the connectedness of G, we can find w and x in 
G such that r-w-s and s-x-s’. Then [w,s] and [s,x,s’] form a D-L 
configuration which is of type HI R, and ‘;o there is a point s” +s on (s,s’> 
connected to w. Now in the DA plane [s, w, s”]. q is the point at infinity and 
the line (w, q) a perp set. Replacing s by IO, we are back to Case 1. n 
PROPOSITION 4.2. Each point in P,, is in G or on a perp set. 
Proof If p, q E G, ( p,q ,) is either a DA line or a perp set. If p, q E P, 
\ G and both lie on perp sets, then Proposition 4.1 applies. Thus we need 
only consider p E G, q E P, \ G and q on a perp set. First suppose there is a 
perp set M, containing q, such that p Y M; choose r-p ir M. Let D be a DA 
plane contdning M and L = [ p, r]. This D-L configuratitin contains a non-G 
point and so is of type H I R. Thus p ’ n (D > is a perp SC t, not containing r. 
Hence (L,M) carries a DA plane in which ( p,q) is a perp set. We now 
show that such a perp set M must exist. Let M’ be a perp set through q, and 
choose r E M’\{ q}. Since G is connected, for some s we have r-s-p. If D 
is any DA plane containing M ‘, then since s Y D, by Lemma 3.2 we have 
s&M’. Thus (s,M’) carries a DA plane D’ with q=w(D’), and the perp 
set M = (s,q) is not perpendicular to p. 8 
THEOREM 4.3. Each projective iine in P,, carrzes either 
(i) no G points, 
(ii) exactly one G point, or 
(iii) all G points. 
Proof. Let (r,q> be a projective line with y in G and x not in G. By 
Proposition 4.2, x is on a perp set, say ( p,p’) where p and p’ are in G. Since 
G is connected, we can find a point u connected to p and p’ and a point w 
connected to p and q. Because [w, p] and [ p, u, p’] form a D-L configuration, 
w is connected to at least two olher points on ( p,p’ > and one of these must 
be in G. Call this point p”. The 3dimensional projective space carrying the 
D-L configuration [ p, w,p”] and [q, w] contains a non-6 point, so is of type 
HL R. Thus there is only one projective line containing no G points; the 




ctive lines are perp sets or carry DA lines. All other projective 
at most one point outside G. Thus, the points on (9,x>\{ x} are 
THEOREM 4.4. Zf r is in G, the rl is a proiective hyperpkne of P,. 
Proof. Results in Sec. 3 show the theorem holds in DA geometries 
carried by P3. 
We first show that rl is a subspace by proving that it is projective line 
closed. Assume that r_L p and r l-9. If no points on ( p, 9) are in G, then 
r .L ( p,9). Othervvise, by Theorem 4.3, either p or 9 is in (G; we assume 
p E G. Then choose a point w such that r-w-p. If p-9, then [r, w, p] and 
[ p,q] form a D-L configuration carried by a P3 and the theorem holds. If 
pl.9, we claim that rJ_(p,9). Otherwise, if r-t on (p,9>, then [r,u,p] 
and [r, t] form a D-L configuration with r_L p, rl9, and r-t; this cannot 
occur. 
To complete the proof, we show that rl meets every projective line in at 
least one point. If L is a projective line, then, according to Theorelm 4.3, we 
have one of the following situations: 
(i) I, contains no G points. Then certainly r’ meets L. 
(ii) L contains one non-G point. This point is in rl. 
(iii) L contains all G points. If L is a line in G, then r cannot be 
connected to all points on L and so rl meets L. If L is a perp set, then we 
choose two points x and y on L. If r-l_ x or PI y, we are done. If r-x and 
r-y, then we choose w such that x-w-y. Now, [r, x] and [x, w, y] form a 
D-L configuration and oo([x, w, y]) lies on the perp set L. It follows that 
rL n(x,w,y) meets L. 0 
The next theorem is required to set up an induction step iin Sec. 5. We 
have a connected DA geometry G carried by P,, and a connectled subgeome- 
try S of G carried by Pk. 
THEOREM 4.5. Let r be a poirt in G outside Pk, lying on a DA line L 
meetiug S at o. Assume that S is Pymplectic and that the linea of IS are the 
lines of G in Pk. Then [ S,r] is a connected subgeometry of C carried by 
P k+l* and the lines of G in Pk + , are the lines in [S, r]. 
Proof. We begin by considering the 3-dimensional case. 
Claim. In a connected DA geomety G carried by P3, eve y G pulint is in 
the subgeometry of G generated by any plane df P3 containing G points and 
any G line meeting the plane at a G ,point. If G is of type HIH, then 
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there are no non-G points and the claim holds. If G is of type 43 I R, we 
must consider the projective plane P carrying all disconnected G points and 
the G line Z, meeting P at o in G. Let L’ $e Ihi: projective line of non-G 
points in P3; L’ lies in P. If r lies on L, r must be conne:ted to all G points in 
P. It follows that we can find a D-L configuration containing L and G points 
in P. Thus (7, points of G in P} generate G. 
Now we proceed with the proof of the tbeorc an. is, r] is connected by 
construction. We must show that the lines of G in Pk+l are contained in ahe 
lines of [S, r]. Let L’ be such a line. By projective dimensional&y, L’ must 
meet Pk. If L’ lies in Pk, we are done. From now on, assume L’ n Pk = (0’ }. 
Our argument depends on how o and o’ are related. 
Case I. o = 0’. Then (L, L' ) is a Pz. Choose p and y on L’ different from 
o. Let M and N be lines from r to p and y, and let x= M n Pk, y = Nn Pk. 
Since the plane (r, x, y > meets Pk in a line, x and y are projectively collinear. 
If x-0 or y-0, then L’C[S,r]. If xlo and ylo, then (x,o,y) is a perp set 
in Pk and, applying Theorem 4.3, x or y must be in G and hence S. It now 
follows that L’ is in [S, r]. 
Case 2. 0’40. Then (L, L’ 1 is a P3 and [L’, o] with Zd forms a D-L 
configuration. Let P’ be the projective plane {L,L’> n Pk. Since P’ carries 
the G line [o,o’], it carries a dual affine plane D’. From (D’, L) = 
([L’,o],,), wt: see that L’ is in [D’,r]~[S,rl. 
Case 3. o’l o. Then (o,o’) is a pq set in Pk. Choosing r’ on L 
different from o’, we find iu on (o,o’) such that r-t~!~r’. Then [r’, to] and 
[w, r.01 form a D-L configuration carried by (L,L’). The projective plane 
(L, L’) f~ Pk contains S points, and applying the claim, L’ is in the subgeom- 
etry generated by L and the S points of (L, L’) n Pk. Thus, L’ is a line in 
[S, r]. n 
5. PROOF OF THE MAIN THEOREM 
We prove that a connected dual affine geometry carried by P,, is 
symplectic. 
THEOREM 5.1. Let G be a conmxted DA geometry carried by P,. Then 
G is a symplectic geometry. 
Proof. We prove this by induction on n. The Pz case is done in Theorem 
2.3. 
Assume the result holds for a connected subgeometry !i of G carried by 
Pk which contains all G lines in Pk. We choose a G point T outside of Pk lying 
on a G line L meeting S at o. We will prove that [ S,r] is a symplectic 
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geometry carried by Pk+ 1. Since [S, T] contains all G lines in PL+, by 
Theorem 4.5, proving that [ST] is symplectic will imply that G is symplectic 
by induction. 
constlucticm step. We lhave an alternative near form ( , ) on the 
vector space V associated with P’ such that its symplectic geometry B agrees 
with S on Pk. Let s be a point on L different from r ‘and o. We will construct 
an alternative bilinear form on the vector space V’ corresponding to Pk+ I so 
that its symplectic geometry B’ contains L and S and agrees with [S,r] on 
rlnP’ andsLnPk. 
We begin by noting that rl n PIT, s’ n Pk, and o L n Pk are distinct 
hyperplanes of Pk. By Theorem 4.4, rL, s’ , and o1 are hyperplanes of I’,%, 
and hence rL n Pk, S* IT Pk, and o-~ n Pk are hyperplanes of Pk. Assume that 
rlnP,= S’ n Pk. For A4 an S line through o, (A&L) carries a dual affine 
plane and there is a point r’ on M with rl 1’. By our assumption s _L I’. This 
contradicts the dual affine plane structure on (M,L‘), since r is not the point 
at infinity. Similar arguments yield that all three hyperplanes are distinct. 
We also observe that the preimage of a hyperplane in Pk is a hyperplane 
(k-dimensional subspace) of V. That is, (r’- n Pi,)*, (s* n Pk)*, and (o’- n Pk)* 
are hyperplanes of V. 
We are now ready to define a bilinear forrn on V’ so that its symplectic 
geometry B’ contains S and L and agrees with [S, r] on rL n Pk and s L n Pk. 
We choose a basis for V’ as follows: pick { p:, . . .,pz} as a basis for 
(r’n P’)+; extend this to a basis for V by adding pz+l;.{ p:,...,pz,pt+,,r*} 
is a basis for V’. We define a bilinear form on V’ by extending ( , ) on V. 





0 . . . 0 -I; 0 
where k #0 will be determined later. ‘This bilinear form yields a symplectic 
geometry B’ on Pk + 1 such that B:’ agrees with [ S,r] on Pk and on rL n 1;. 
Furthermore, (r*, o*) + 0, so B ’ contains L. 
We now prove there is a unique choice of k such that B’ and [S, r] will 
agree on s * n P,. We ague that there is a unique k in GF(q)* such that the 
kernel of the linear functional ( ..r*) on V is (sL n P&*. 
Since s lies on (cF,T), s*= r*+m* for m#O. For w* in V, say 
uu,* = 2:: :c,p:, we have 
(w*,s*) -s ck+l.k+ I:w*,~*). 
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We see that (u’*,11u)*) is not affected by the choice of k. The kernel of ( ,s*) 
on I’ contains (&n o1 n Pk.+ and is distinct from (r* n P’)* and (ol n Q*. 
Thus, as k varies over the Q - 1 nonzero v&e~ of CF(y), the kernel of ( ,s*) 
varies over the 9- 1 other hyperplanes of :’ containing ( rL n 0 L n Pk)*. 
Hence, for exactly one choice of k, tie bilinear form defined yields a 
symplectic geometry which agrees with [S, T] on s I n Pk. 
uniqueness step. It remains to show ‘c:-lar the agreement of [S, r] and B’ 
on Pk, L, r1 n Pk, and sI n Pk forces agreement on Pk+l. 
Cl&n (i). For x on L, [S, r] and B’ agree on x 1 n Pk. Let y be in Pk. If y 
is in S, then there is a point w in S connected to y and o. The projecdve 
3-space (x, CJ, w, y ) carries a ZJ- L configuration and by Theorem 3.6, x _I_ y in 
[S,r] if and only if xl y in B’. If y is not in S, then (0, y) is a perp set and 
we may choose an S point y’ on (0, y). We argue as above with y’ instead of 
Y* 
CZuinr (ii). If x is a G point not in L or Pk, then [S,r] and B’ agree on 
xl n 5. Let the projective line (r,x) meet Pk at o’, and let y be in Pk. If 
(L, x, y ) is Z’*, then it carties a dual affine plane. Otherwise r is perpendicu- 
lar to at least two points on (a, o’), and since r1 is projective line closed, 
r_L o. By Theorem 2.2, there is only one dual affine plane carried by 
(L,x, y) with rJ- ands*given.Thusxlyin[S,r]ifandonlyi.fx_LyinB’. 
Now we consider when (Z+ x, y> is a P3. Applying Theorem 4.3 to (o,o’), 
we have that it is a line in S or a perp set. Then, as we argued in Claim (i), 
(L,o’) carries a unique DA plane with r’ and s’~ given by [ S,r]. Sin&+, 
(L, y ) carries a unique DA plane with r ’ and s I given by [S, r]. Let L’ #L 
be an [S, r] line in (Z,, 0’); L’ meets L at a point. Thus, in each geometry, 
(L, x, y ) carries a DA plane [L, y] and a line L’ meeting the plane. We must 
show that the configur&ion generated by [L, y] and L’ is the same in both 
geometries. 
If, ir one geometry, (L,x, y > carries an H I II or an HI R configuration 
such that (0, o’, y > carries a dual affine plane D, then D must be in both 
geometries, since D lies in S. Now we have the situation described in 
Theorem 3.6; it follows that x1 n (0, o’, y ) is uniquely determined. 
If in one geometry, (1 L, x, y > carries an H _L R configuration and co, o’, y > 
is totally disconnected, then the projective line M= r’ ,T So n (L,o,o’) is 
perpendicular to all points in (L,x, y). Since both geometries agree on rI 
and s’ m Pk, each must be an IIlR configuration on (L,x, y). Hence xl y 
in [S, r] if and only if XL y in B’. 
ClQim (iii). Zf x E [S,r], both geometries: agree on xA r) Pk+ !. This 
follows because x* n Pk+ 1 = ( 
dnP,. 
x,x* n Pk) and both geometries agree on 
Claim (iv). For x in Pk + 1, xisin[S,r]ifandunZyifxi.sinB’. Ifxisin 
S or L, we are done. If not, consider the plane .(x, L). This plane carries a 
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dual affirm plane in both geometries. If x is in either geometry, tlhen x is 
connected to L and is therefore in a P3 carrying a dual affine plane and a 
line meeting the plane in both geometries. We have shown in Claims (i) and 
(ii) that [S, IP] and B’ agree on such a Pa. Thus, Claim (iv) is true. 
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